
(A):     Choose the correct option in meaning to the underlined words:                                
      (10)
1 The traveller was from antique land:

   (A)ancient (B)efficient (C)prudent (D)alien 
2 Through love, stake becomes a throne:

   (A)bed (B)chair (C)thorne (D)death pier 
3 We whisper together:

   (A)speak loudly (B)bark (C)speak softly (D)help 
4 Mr. Hubert reiterated his innocence.

   (A)repeated (B)rejected (C)discarded (D)blamed 
5 The crooked places would be made straight:

   (A)upright (B)curved (C)hilly (D)watery 
6 Mississipi will be transformed into an oasis.

   (A)converted (B)known (C)modelled (D)welded 
7 He had slightly bulging eyes.

   (A)awry (B)blue (C)squinted (D)projected 
8 Everyone felt Kreton was some impostor:

   (A)thief (B)gentleman (C)fraud (D)magician 
9 Harry lathers his face.

   (A)shaves (B)turns (C)covers with foam (D)cleans 
10 She gives him an angry glance.

   (A)glass (B)glimpse (C)slap (D)punch 

(B):     Choose the correct answer:                                                                                            
 (5)
11 Why didn't Arthur agree to the offer of Mr. Steward for pushing the button?

 
 

(A).He considers it a practical joke (B).He did not rely on him 
(C).He considered death of some unknown person a murder (D).He did not believe him 

12 How much money was there in the lost pocketbook?
   (A)shilling 500 (B)Shilling 400 (C)Shilling 300 (D)Shilling 200 

13 How much was the cost of the Persian carpet?
   (A)Rs.1432 (B)Rs.1332 (C)Rs.1532 (D)Rs.1632 

14 Who is Roger Spelding?
   (A)a general (B)a soldier (C)a news caster (D)a technician 

15 What does John grow?
   (A)English walnuts (B)rice (C)grain (D)peas 

(C):     Choose the correct form of verb:                                                                                    
 (5)
16 It ............. before I came out:

   (A)rains (B)rained (C)had rained (D)will rain 
17 The thief ........ by the police:

   (A)beat (B)is being beaten (C)is beating (D)has beaten 
18 He .......... sad today.

   (A)looking (B)looked (C)looks (D)is look 
19 He loves to ____ at noon.

   (A)sleep (B)sleeping (C)have slept (D)be slept 
20 This book ........ last year:

   (A)has been published (B)is published (C)was published (D)had been published 
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(A):     Choose the correct option in meaning to the underlined words:                                
      (10)
1 Through love, the stake becomes a throne.

   (A)dominion (B)command (C)royal seat (D)rule 
2 Arthur looked astounded:

   (A)happy (B)shocked (C)satisfied (D)sad 
3 Norma stared at the small man.

   (A)laughed (B)looked (C)taunted (D)attacked 
4 We are here to rescue you.

   (A)award (B)punish (C)save (D)meet 
5 He said in the most exasperating tone:

   (A)daring (B)irritating (C)loving (D)shocking 
6 But, whatever his motive was, he hit on a most extraordinary ambition:

   (A)contest (B)success (C)desire (D)wealth 
7 The old man said emphatically:

   (A)sadly (B)happily (C)angrily (D)forcefully 
8 Let freedom ring from every hamlet.

   (A)city (B)classroom (C)small village (D)country 
9 I stand by the sentiment.

   (A)pleasure (B)development (C)madness (D)feelings 
10 Miss McCutcheon: Truth favours the probability that this is not the millionth Oyster.

   (A)eligibility (B)luck (C)possibility (D)option 

(B):     Choose the correct answer:                                                                                            
 (5)
11 The boy saved his life by praying to:

   (A)Qazi (B)king (C)parents (D)God Almighty 
12 What did Maulvi carry in his hand?

   (A)pencil (B)gilded stick (C)book (D)purse 
13 Gadget is like a:

   (A)blade (B)safety razor (C)knife (D)comb 
14 For what was Miss McCutcheon looking for according to Harry?

   (A)friend (B)husband (C)money (D)education 
15 Who gave the philosophy of "Take it Easy"?

   (A)Harry (B)Fenton (C)Clay (D)The Girl 

(C):     Choose the correct form of verb:                                                                                    
 (5)
16 They ............. here a few months ago:

   (A)come (B)came (C)had come (D)would have come 
17 She told me his name after he ............. :

   (A)left (B)had left (C)will leave (D)leave 
18 Honesty never ____ waste.

   (A)go (B)went (C)goes (D)has gone 
19 Uneasy lies the head that ______ a crown:

   (A)wear (B)wears (C)wore (D)will wear 
20 I ............ living here since 1970. 

   (A)am (B)have been (C)has been (D)was 
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(A):     Choose the correct option in meaning to the underlined words:                                
      (10)
1 The sculptor well those passions read:

   (A)victor (B)carver (C)destroyer (D)traveller 
2 Round the decay of that colossal wreck, there is lying in desert.

   (A)beauty (B)ruin (C)greenery (D)vegetation 
3 Music of strange lands with Islam's fire blends:

   (A)mixed (B)written (C)away (D)near 
4 The offer is completely genuine:

   (A)real (B)fake (C)costly (D)disgraceful 
5 She locked the front and joined Arthur in the elevator:

   (A)stairs (B)crane (C)electric lift (D)plane 
6 The cherry is hung with bloom along the bough:

   (A)branch (B)blossom (C)stem (D)twig 
7 Old Stephen yelled at the house boy:

   (A)called (B)screamed (C)talked (D)amused 
8 Can hardly dwell here or cross:

   (A)sing (B)live (C)enjoy (D)sleep 
9 Fatehdad's censure was purely religious:

   (A)criticism (B)praise (C)help (D)lecture 
10 At night, he consulted his wife:

   (A)called (B)asked counsel (C)advised (D)requested 

(B):     Choose the correct answer:                                                                                            
 (5)
11 A public announcement was made about:

   (A)Lost Jewellery (B)Money (C)Loss of a pocket book (D)loss of a bag 
12 Who uttered a quiet sigh mourning over some lost ambition?:

   (A)Hubert (B)Gorgios (C)Terbut (D)Jorkens 
13 The slave had never at:

   (A)work (B)ocean (C)sea (D)river 
14 What is the shape of the spaceship.

   (A)conical (B)elliptical (C)square (D)circular 
15 Harry came to O.K. by the Sea.

  (A)twenty years ago (B)twenty two years ago (C)twenty three years ago 
(D)twenty four years ago 

(C):     Choose the correct form of verb:                                                                                    
 (5)
16 He ......... all the day long:

   (A)wept (B)was wept (C)weeping (D)was weep 
17 They ____ exercise daily.

   (A)takes (B)take (C)had taken (D)taking     
18 He saw her _____ out of the room.

   (A)to go (B)goes (C)went (D)going 
19 When I saw him, he  ______ to the mosque.

   (A)was going (B)went (C)had gone (D)will go 
20 I ______ him yesterday.

   (A)see (B)saw (C)have seen (D)had seen 
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(A):     Choose the correct option in meaning to the underlined words:                                
      (10)
1 Now truly she was furious:

   (A)angry (B)shocked (C)afraid (D)humble 
2 The Sindhi Woman was walking with undulant grace.

   (A)like boughs (B)like daffodils (C)like dolls (D)like waves 
3 I, with my stoop reflect.

   (A)think (B)ask (C)look (D)criticize 
4 Every vally shall be exalted.

   (A)smashed (B)destroyed (C)degraded (D)glorified 
5 He apologized for the delay:

   (A)begged pardon (B)ordered (C)admonished (D)laughed 
6 People converged on the mall.

   (A)gathered (B)diverged (C)dispersed (D)deserted 
7 Everyone felt Kreton was some impostor:

   (A)thief (B)gentleman (C)fraud (D)magician 
8 I am determined to teacher here.

   (A)bound (B)inclined (C)resolved (D)renouned 
9 Wozzeck is bewildered.

   (A)astonished (B)happy (C)angry (D)disappointe 
10 I would like poodle hair cut:    

   (A)curly (B)straight (C)plain (D)wavy 

(B):     Choose the correct answer:                                                                                            
 (5)
11 The organization is of ______ scope:

   (A)national (B)international (C)global (D)domestic 
12 What was found on Hubert?

   (A)a piece of string (B)pocketbook (C)some money (D)bunch of keys 
13 What was the name of the youngest daughter of Abul?

 
   (A)Shamsun (B)Zaibunnis (C)Umda (D)Mehrunnisa 

14 Kreton calls the human beings:
   (A)naughty children (B)foolish children (C)wicked fools (D)wicked children 

15 How much amount does Clark give to Harry?
   (A)Dollars 10 (B)Dollars 20 (C)Dollars 30 (D)Dollars 40 

(C):     Choose the correct form of verb:                                                                                    
 (5)
16 The clerks ................. on strike since Monday:

   (A)have been (B)were (C)will be (D)are 
17 When I _____ out it was raining.

   (A)come (B)came (C)has come (D)had come 
18 When the bell rang, he ........ a bath:

   (A)was having (B)has (C)had (D)is having 
19 Everyone ......... to die one day:

   (A)had (B)has (C)have (D)is having 
20 He  ______ for Karachi when we reached there. 

   (A)has left (B)will leave (C)had left (D)leaves 
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(A):     Choose the correct option in meaning to the underlined words:                                
      (10)
1 We whisper together:

   (A)speak loudly (B)bark (C)speak softly (D)help 
2 Norma looked disgusted:

   (A)appalled (B)pleased (C)joyed (D)crazy 
3 A flood in its wrath carried away the people:

   (A)misery (B)joy (C)sadness (D)fury 
4 In Sindhi woman's tread, there is no ripple.

   (A)maker (B)baker (C)stagger (D)beggar 
5 Luther said that unearned suffering was redemptive:

   (A)disgusting (B)encouraging (C)enjoying (D)saving 
6 The crooked places would be made straight:

   (A)upright (B)curved (C)hilly (D)watery 
7 It's going to hit the house:

   (A)collide (B)pass (C)smooth (D)revolve 
8 The school children are unruly:

   (A)good (B)wild (C)hard working (D)sensible 
9 Why does clay go to the beach?

   (A)to take bath (B)to catch fish (C)to enjoy the waves (D)to look for some oyster 
10 Clay wanted to buy a gift for his:

   (A)father (B)mother (C)brother (D)sister 

(B):     Choose the correct answer:                                                                                            
 (5)
11 Norma put the lamb chops in the:

   (A)oven (B)broiler (C)freezer (D)basket 
12 Glory of whom shall be revealed.

   (A)President (B)Governer (C)Lord (D)Mayor 
13 What was opened in the village after Mehrun's marriage?

   (A)a post office (B)a factory (C)a dispensary (D)a school 
14 Harry had bought the barber shop for:

   (A)Dollars 80 (B)Dollars 85 (C)Dollars 75 (D)Dollars 70 
15 Who gave the philosophy of "Take it Easy"?

   (A)Harry (B)Fenton (C)Clay (D)The Girl 

(C):     Choose the correct form of verb:                                                                                    
 (5)
16 He ............ in a quiz competition next week: 

   (A)participates (B)participated (C)has participated (D)will participate 
17 He ................. of my age after two years:

   (A)come (B)comes (C)will come (D)is coming 
18 Money ____ the mare go.

   (A)make (B)makes (C)will make (D)made 
19 He ____ for England tomorrow.

   (A)will leave (B)has left (C)was leaving (D)left 
20 If you work hard, you ____ pass.    

   (A)must (B)might (C)will (D)would 
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(A):     Choose the correct option in meaning to the underlined words:                                
      (10)
1 The Muslims' hearts are perplexed.

   (A)overjoyed (B)pleased (C)satisfied (D)upset 
2 I repeat it on my salvation:

   (A)insult (B)grief (C)benefit (D)the act of saving 
3 Gorgios wore down opposing arguments.

   (A)put on (B)overcame graudally (C)took off (D)incited 
4 Maulvi Abul took a momentous decision:

   (A)useless (B)trivial (C)tiny (D)important 
5 Slowly a luminous object arcs into view:

   (A)dull (B)awful (C)shining (D)fragile 
6 Kreton calls humans poor fragile butterflies.

   (A)strong (B)bold (C)weak (D)happy 
7 I am expecting a little Sunday business?

   (A)writing (B)sleeping (C)hoping (D)doing 
8 How many years ago did Harry buy the shop?

   (A)24 (B)25 (C)26 (D)7 
9 I have a hunch we are in trouble.

   (A)sofa (B)action (C)feeling (D)game 
10 I would like poodle hair cut:    

   (A)curly (B)straight (C)plain (D)wavy 

(B):     Choose the correct answer:                                                                                            
 (5)
11 Norma put the lamb chops in the:

   (A)oven (B)broiler (C)freezer (D)basket 
12 Who told the story about the young man willing to becom a court acrobat?

   (A)Terbut (B)Philip (C)Jorkens (D)Canady 
13 What is the beautiful symphony of brotherhood?

   (A)violin (B)guitar (C)the beautiful song of brotherhood (D)musical composition 
14 After the accident what was the first thing removed from the body of young man?

   (A)overcoat (B)shoes and socks (C)white silk scarf (D)an old cotton sweater 
15 I'd like you to meet our new:

   (A)neighbour (B)barber (C)teacher (D)lawyer 

(C):     Choose the correct form of verb:                                                                                    
 (5)
16 It ............. before I came out:

   (A)rains (B)rained (C)had rained (D)will rain 
17 He ____ me last week.

   (A)meet (B)met (C)will meet (D)have met 
18 If he ____, I shall help him.

   (A)come (B)came (C)comes (D)will come 
19 My friend ____ to Lahore yesterday.

   (A)goes (B)went (C)has gone (D)will go 
20 Hard work never ......... waste:

   (A)go (B)went (C)goes (D)will have gone 
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(A):     Choose the correct option in meaning to the underlined words:                                
      (10)
1 The Muslims' hearts are perplexed.

   (A)overjoyed (B)pleased (C)satisfied (D)upset 
2 We are here to rescue you.

   (A)award (B)punish (C)save (D)meet 
3 Mr. Hubert only met with incredulity:

   (A)disbelief (B)insecurity (C)inefficiency (D)greed 
4 Mr. James was the caretaker of the public hall:

   (A)owner (B)servant (C)custodian (D)helper 
5 The slave had never been at sea, and experienced any calamity:

   (A)blessing (B)travel (C)misery (D)opportunity 
6 I should think it would be divine:

   (A)divided (B)developed (C)from God (D)artificial 
7 The king summoned the father and the mother.

   (A)called (B)coaxed (C)awarded (D)threatened 
8 Luther asked them to return to their slums.

   (A)big cities (B)posh areas (C)poor dwelling (D)shops 
9 The pavement thronged with pedestrians:

   (A)shop (B)hotel (C)ground (D)footpath 
10 The pavement thronged with pedestrians:

   (A)walkers (B)animals (C)birds (D)articles 

(B):     Choose the correct answer:                                                                                            
 (5)
11 There was a small man in the:

   (A)porch (B)room (C)hallway (D)door 
12 There was a small man in the:

   (A)bulky (B)small (C)tall (D)fat 
13 The key to the bell-unit dome was inside a:

   (A)pocket book (B)sealed envelope (C)cabinet (D)carton 
14 The slave had never at:

   (A)work (B)ocean (C)sea (D)river 
15 The pavement was thronged with:

   (A)pedestrians (B)travellers (C)passengers (D)musicians 

(C):     Choose the correct form of verb:                                                                                    
 (5)
16 We .......... our lunch when it started raining yesterday:

   (A)had (B)have had (C)had had (D)have 
17 They ............ in the ground at present:

   (A)play (B) is playing (C)are playing (D)will play 
18 Walk carefully lest you ___.

   (A)shall fall (B)might fall (C)can fall (D)should fall 
19 Where did you ___ for your holidays last year?

   (A)go (B)went (C)gone (D)going 
20 When I _____ out it was raining.

   (A)come (B)came (C)has come (D)had come 
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(A):     Choose the correct option in meaning to the underlined words:                                
      (10)
1 We have no time to stand beneath the boughs:

   (A)leaves (B)shades (C)branches (D)tents 
2 Round the decay of that colossal wreck, there is lying in desert.

   (A)miniature beauty (B)little ruin (C)tiny greenery (D)huge vegetation 
3 Round the decay of that colossal wreck, there is lying in desert.

   (A)beauty (B)ruin (C)greenery (D)vegetation 
4 I am the glitter on the crust of snow.

   (A)bare (B)dare (C)flare (D)glare 
5 People called Mr. Hubert, old Rascal:

   (A)leader (B)peasant (C)rogue (D)teacher 
6 Mr. Hubert became flushed with anger:

   (A)reddened (B)blackish (C)delighted (D)thriiled 
7 The others tried to pacify the slave:

   (A)displease (B)calm down (C)pull down (D)motivate 
8 Kreton says that his visit is impromptu:

   (A)important (B)impossible (C)unprepared (D)decided 
9 Wozzeck is bewildered.

   (A)astonished (B)happy (C)angry (D)disappointe 
10 That's one of your most endearing primitive traits.

   (A)attractive (B)pleasant (C)rough (D)crude 

(B):     Choose the correct answer:                                                                                            
 (5)
11 What did they feel on the Mars after the attack on Earth?

   (A)Drenched (B)Stranded (C)secluded (D)surrendered 
12 ______ member of the District Board?    

   (A)Shamim Ahmad (B)Abul (C)Chaudhry Fatehdad (D)Arif 
13 What does John grow?

   (A)English walnuts (B)rice (C)grain (D)peas 
14 General Powers takes Kreton as a:

   (A)spy (B)soldier (C)villain (D)lover 
15 Harry's old-fashioned shop is crowded with stuff not usually found in:

   (A)modern shops (B)old shops (C)barber shops (D)saloons 

(C):     Choose the correct form of verb:                                                                                    
 (5)
16 He ............ in a quiz competition next week: 

   (A)participates (B)participated (C)has participated (D)will participate 
17 If he ............ I will help him.

   (A)came (B)had come (C)will come (D)comes 
18 He .......... sad today.

   (A)looking (B)looked (C)looks (D)is look 
19 He wept as if he ___ in great pain.

   (A)were (B)was (C)has been (D)is 
20 The course _______ by next month.

   (A)was completed (B)had completed (C)will be completed (D)has completed 
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(A):     Choose the correct option in meaning to the underlined words:                                
      (10)
1 The hot Martian air had wraped all the houses out of shape:

   (A)beaten (B)distorted (C)colured (D)captured 
2 Luther said that they were veterans of creative sufferings:

   (A)founder (B)bearer (C)old master (D)disciple 
3 The flying object has given rise to so much, irrespon- sible conjecture:

   (A)response (B)action (C)conflict (D)guess 
4 Some kind of wall around it, an invisible wall.

   (A)easy to climb (B)difficult to climb (C)that can be seen (D)that can not be seen 
5 Meteors are blazing hot.

   (A)slightly (B)mildly (C)burning (D)somwhat 
6 Poor fragile butterflies, such brief little moments in the sun.

   (A)beautiful (B)brilliant (C)weak (D)delicate 
7 SPELDING is concluding his TV broadcast.

   (A)coming (B)running (C)starting (D)winding up 
8 The school children are unruly:

   (A)nice (B)disciplined (C)disobedient (D)active 
9 Clay gives an ad in _____ .

   (A)The Times (B)O.K. By the Sea Gull (C)The Guardin (D)The Mirror 
10 I have a hunch we are in trouble.

   (A)sofa (B)action (C)feeling (D)game 

(B):     Choose the correct answer:                                                                                            
 (5)
11 There was a small man in the:

   (A)bulky (B)small (C)tall (D)fat 
12 Where was the key to the bell-dome unit?

   (A)in the box (B)in the drawer (C)in the pocket (D)in the sealed envelope 
13 Who disagreed with Jorkens?

   (A)Hubert (B)Terbut (C)John (D)Gorgios 
14 'OK by-the-sea' is the name of a:

   (A)rock (B)shore (C)town (D)river 
15 How many barbers are there in O.K. by the sea?

   (A)1 (B)4 (C)6 (D)8 

(C):     Choose the correct form of verb:                                                                                    
 (5)
16 The teacher ........... that the student was cheating:

   (A)knows (B)knew (C)will know (D)is knowing 
17 He ____ to Karachi tomorrow morning.

   (A)goes (B)was going (C)went (D)will go 
18 If he ____, I shall help him.

   (A)come (B)came (C)comes (D)will come 
19 He saw her _____ out of the room.

   (A)to go (B)goes (C)went (D)going 
20 The dues ______ by this afternoon.

   (A)will pay (B)will be paid (C)paid (D)have paid 
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(A):     Choose the correct option in meaning to the underlined words:                                
      (10)
1 Through love, wrath seems to be mercy.    

   (A)smile (B)laugh (C)mock (D)anger 
2 Arthur looked astounded:

   (A)happy (B)shocked (C)satisfied (D)sad 
3 There was all this furor over a meaningless button:

   (A)rage (B)horror (C)intrigue (D)upset 
4 Impulsively Norma picked up the card halves:

   (A)fortunately (B)probably (C)knowingly (D)instinctively 
5 And since to look at things in bloom:

   (A)beauty (B)in full swing (C)in fascination (D)in sadness 
6 They found a flimsy rocket frame rusting in an empty shop:

   (A)wet (B)metal (C)ugly (D)coloured 
7 Mr. James was the caretaker of public hall:

   (A)engineer (B)designer (C)builder (D)keeper 
8 Mr. James was the caretaker of the public hall:

   (A)owner (B)servant (C)custodian (D)helper 
9 Mr. Hubert was in triumph:

   (A)trouble (B)darkness (C)deception (D)victory 
10 "The Oyster and the Pearl" is a sentimental comedy.

   (A)serious (B)emotional (C)sensitive (D)sceptic 

(B):     Choose the correct answer:                                                                                            
 (5)
11 Mr. Hubert was surprised when the police officer asked him to accompany him to the .............. :

   (A)police station (B)court (C)mayor's office (D)market 
12 Who told the story about the young man willing to becom a court acrobat?

   (A)Terbut (B)Philip (C)Jorkens (D)Canady 
13 The boy saved his life by praying to:

   (A)Qazi (B)King (C)parents (D)God Almighty 
14 On hearing the words of the boys, the king would not control his:

   (A)army (B)feelings (C)smile (D)tears 
15 What did Harry invent?

   (A)a device (B)a gadget (C)a philosophy (D)a radio 

(C):     Choose the correct form of verb:                                                                                    
 (5)
16 The farmer ___ ploughed their fields.

   (A)has (B)can (C)will have (D)might 
17 Unless he ____ hard, he will not pass.

   (A)work (B)works (C)is working (D)shall work 
18 If I ____ to Lahore, I shall bring a gift for you.

   (A)go (B)goes (C)shall go (D)might go 
19 Uneasy lies the head that ____ a crown.

   (A)wear (B)wears (C)will wear (D)wore 
20 Slow and steady _____ the race.

   (A)win (B)wins (C)will win (D)may win 
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(A):     Choose the correct option in meaning to the underlined words:                                
      (10)
1 Now truly she was furious:

   (A)angry (B)shocked (C)afraid (D)humble 
2 She dashed blindly.

   (A)rose (B)called (C)attended (D)rushed 
3 People called Mr. Hubert, old Rascal:

   (A)leader (B)peasant (C)rogue (D)teacher 
4 Finally the Mayor discharged Hubert.

   (A)punished (B)hanged (C)released (D)accused 
5 He was in triumph.

   (A)trance (B)happiness (C)victory (D)grief 
6 Stone, garbage, excrement and crumbs.

   (A)pebbles (B)waste (C)wood (D)trees 
7 Gorgios wore down opposing arguments.

   (A)animals (B)chapters (C)logic (D)pages 
8 Kreton says that his visit is impromptu:

   (A)important (B)impossible (C)unprepared (D)decided 
9 Kreton were a trifle old fashioned dress:

   (A)large (B)ordinary (C)hot (D)only 
10 The school children are unruly:

   (A)good (B)wild (C)hard working (D)sensible 

(B):     Choose the correct answer:                                                                                            
 (5)
11 Jorkens succeeded because he was:

   (A)an athlete (B)a determined person (C)a lucky man (D)a hard working man 
12 The great throne-room had been turned into a kind of:

   (A)swimming pool (B)gymnasium (C)stadium (D)race track 
13 Nushirvan was famous for his:

   (A)cruelty (B)justice (C)injustice (D)wickedness 
14 What did Abul's wife teach the girls of the village?

   (A)cooking (B)sewing (C)The Holy Quran (D)English 
15 Harry came to O.K. by the Sea.

  (A)twenty years ago (B)twenty two years ago (C)twenty three years ago 
(D)twenty four years ago 

(C):     Choose the correct form of verb:                                                                                    
 (5)
16 They ___ a house next year.

   (A)will buy (B)shall buy (C)are bought (D)have bought 
17 When I _____ out it was raining.

   (A)come (B)came (C)has come (D)had come 
18 They _____ Karachi by now

   (A)have reached (B)reached (C)will reach (D)will have reached 
19 Slow and steady _____ the race.

   (A)win (B)wins (C)will win (D)may win 
20 She .......... the child for two years:

   (A) was nursing (B)is nursing (C)nursed (D)has been nursing 
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(A):     Choose the correct option in meaning to the underlined words:                                
      (10)
1 "No" she couldn't seem to breathe. She struggled to her feet and walked into the kitchen numbly.

   (A)gloomily (B)senselessly (C)sadly (D)happily 
2 The captain established headquarters in an abandoned bar.

   (A)populated (B)deserted (C)spacous (D)narrow 
3 The Mayor was a stout serious man.

   (A)ugly (B)handsome (C)heavy (D)thin 
4 I repeat it on my salvation:

   (A)insult (B)grief (C)benefit (D)the act of saving 
5 "Who learn to walk beneath a weight?"

   (A)along (B)over (C)beside (D)under 
6 Abul's children came in quick succession.

   (A)cycle (B)knowledge (C)negligence (D)rejection 
7 Fatehdad's censure was purely religious:

   (A)criticism (B)praise (C)help (D)lecture 
8 Zubda suddenly looked matured.

   (A)grown up (B)gone (C)grasped (D)wept 
9 Powers said that Kreton's visit was prepartory to invasion:

   (A)force field (B)attack (C)success (D)division 
10 "The Oyster and the Pearl" is a sentimental comedy.

   (A)serious (B)emotional (C)sensitive (D)sceptic 

(B):     Choose the correct answer:                                                                                            
 (5)
11 Nushirwan was a:

   (A)slave (B)sergeant (C)king (D)soldier 
12 Shamim Ahmad picked up his yardstick and measured:

   (A)three yards (B)four yards (C)five yards (D)seven yards 
13 What does John grow?

   (A)English walnuts (B)rice (C)grain (D)peas 
14 What does Clay believe in the oyster?    

   (A)three hundred dollars (B)a pearl (C)an expensive stone (D)sea water 
15 The distance between Hollywood and O.K. by the Sea is?

   (A)miles 200 (B)miles 189 (C)miles 160 (D)miles 150 

(C):     Choose the correct form of verb:                                                                                    
 (5)
16 When he saw me I ................. to college:

   (A)went (B)was going (C)would go (D)had gone 
17 He speaks as if he ___ mad.

   (A)is (B)has been (C)were (D)will 
18 The clerks ........... on strike for a month:

   (A)were (B)are (C)have been (D)will be 
19 He as well as I ___ brave.

   (A)is (B)am (C)were (D)have 
20 He said that he ............ :

   (A)was ill (B)is ill (C)will be ill (D)has been ill 
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(A):     Choose the correct option in meaning to the underlined words:                                
      (10)
1 Mr. Steward looked embarrased:

   (A)curious (B)tired (C)happy (D)ashamed 
2 The cherry is hung with bloom:

   (A)blossoms (B)beds (C)snow (D)rain 
3 Mr. James was the caretaker of the public hall:

   (A)owner (B)servant (C)custodian (D)helper 
4 The slave had never been at sea, and experienced any calamity:

   (A)blessing (B)travel (C)misery (D)opportunity 
5 This is all some kind of publicity stunt:

   (A)fashion (B)trick (C)tradition (D)campaign 
6 You are a spy or hostile alien.

   (A)friend (B)guest (C)detective (D)scholar 
7 What is that gadget anyway.

   (A)offer (B)scheme (C)package (D)device 
8 There are many odds and ends in the barber's shop:

   (A)fragments (B)corpses (C)edibles (D)books 
9 Clay wants to buy for mother a present:

   (A)gift (B)chain (C)watch (D)oyster 
10 On top of that, almost all of them are unruly:

   (A)hungry (B)indisciplined (C)ilI  (D)attractive 

(B):     Choose the correct answer:                                                                                            
 (5)
11 Why didn't Arthur agree to the offer of Mr. Steward for pushing the button?

 
 

(A).He considers it a practical joke (B).He did not rely on him 
(C).He considered death of some unknown person a murder (D).He did not believe him 

12 What was the condition of the Bittering family on war on the earth?
   (A)overjoyed (B)relaxed (C)shocked (D)no reaction 

13 The great throne-room had been turned into a kind of:
   (A)swimming pool (B)gymnasium (C)stadium (D)race track 

14 On hearing the words of the boys, the king would not control his:
   (A)army (B)feelings (C)smile (D)tears 

15 Where did the spacecraft land?
   (A)on the roof of a building (B)in the fields (C)on a hill (D)in the lawn of Mrs. Spleding 

(C):     Choose the correct form of verb:                                                                                    
 (5)
16 It .......... snow again:

   (A)was be (B)is be (C)shall (D)will 
17 We _____ Murree next month.

   (A)visited (B)would visited (C)shall visit (D)have visited 
18 Before you leave, we ____ this work.

   (A)finish (B)will finish (C)finished (D)will have finished 
19 He can ......... a car very well:

   (A)drives (B)driving (C)drive (D)drove 
20 If you work hard, you ____ pass.    

   (A)must (B)might (C)will (D)would 
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(A):     Choose the correct option in meaning to the underlined words:                                
      (10)
1 "No" she couldn't seem to breathe. She struggled to her feet and walked into the kitchen numbly.

   (A)gloomily (B)senselessly (C)sadly (D)happily 
2 Abruptly, she began to smash it on the sink edge.

   (A)crash (B)mesh (C)wash (D)drop 
3 Mr. Hubert continued claiming his innocence in the delirium of death.

   (A)delight (B)anger (C)splender (D)babbling 
4 The smoke was rising from myriads of fire.

   (A)ugly (B)manifold (C)small (D)feeble 
5 You are a spy or hostile alien.

   (A)friend (B)guest (C)detective (D)scholar 
6 Miss McCutcheon: Truth favours the probability that this is not the millionth Oyster.

   (A)eligibility (B)luck (C)possibility (D)option 
7 Your fishing tackle is in the closet safe and sound:

   (A)dress (B)tactics (C)letters (D)equipment 
8 Miss McCutcheon closed a colourful parasol.

   (A)door (B)purse (C)umbrella (D)window 
9 Very few people are well-off.

   (A)wealthy (B)poor (C)beautiful (D)ill 
10 Harry lathers his face.

   (A)shaves (B)turns (C)covers with foam (D)cleans 

(B):     Choose the correct answer:                                                                                            
 (5)
11 Where did the norma put the lamp chops? 

   (A)in the oven (B)in the broiler (C)in the freezer (D)in the basket 
12 Which city was attacked?

   (A)Texas (B)New York (C)Virginia (D)New Jersey 
13 Why did Fatehdad reprimand Abul?

  (A)for saying long prayers (B)for making mistakes in the prayers (C)for ignoring his prayers 
(D)for begging 

14 Ellen listened to the broadcast of her:
   (A)daddy (B)fiance (C)mother (D)Kreton 

15 Where from did Kreton belong?
   (A)earth (B)moon (C)Mars (D)from some other planet 

(C):     Choose the correct form of verb:                                                                                    
 (5)
16 If we worked hard, we ............. pass the examination:

   (A)would have (B)will (C) would (D)had 
17 You had better ........... to your doctor.

   (A) go (B)went (C)gone (D)have gone 
18 If I ____ to Lahore, I shall bring a gift for you.

   (A)go (B)goes (C)shall go (D)might go 
19 Uneasy lies the head that ____ a crown.

   (A)wear (B)wears (C)will wear (D)wore 
20 He ______ for Lahore tomorrow.

   (A)leaves (B)is leaving (C)left (D)has left 
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(A):     Choose the correct option in meaning to the underlined words:                                
      (10)
1 Through love, wrath seems to be mercy.    

   (A)smile (B)laugh (C)mock (D)anger 
2 Harry looked at his house in dismay.

   (A)gloom (B)joy (C)success (D)triumph 
3 It was a splendid scene:

   (A)ugly (B)grand (C)clumsy (D)worse 
4 I see no other refuge besides God Almighty.

   (A)savation (B)shelter (C)refuse (D)goal 
5 I won't forget this rudeness:

   (A)insolence (B)treatment (C)manner (D)dealing 
6 He had slightly bulging eyes.

   (A)awry (B)blue (C)squinted (D)projected 
7 People converged on the mall.

   (A)gathered (B)diverged (C)dispersed (D)deserted 
8 Harry lathers his face.

   (A)shaves (B)turns (C)covers with foam (D)cleans 
9 Clay wanted to buy a gift for his:

   (A)father (B)mother (C)brother (D)sister 
10 The flying object seems to dissolve to the living room of Spelding's house. 

   (A)vanish (B)decorate (C)embellish (D)furnish 

(B):     Choose the correct answer:                                                                                            
 (5)
11 Nushirvan was famous for his:

   (A)cruelty (B)justice (C)injustice (D)wickedness 
12 What was need to cure the king in the Gulistan of Sa'di?

   (A)the king (B)the slave (C)the sergent (D)the sailor 
13 General Powers was thinking about:

   (A)his promotion (B)security of the country (C)arrest of Kreton (D)murderof the visitor 
14 How much amount does Clark give to Harry?

   (A)Dollars 10 (B)Dollars 20 (C)Dollars 30 (D)Dollars 40 
15 What does Clay believe in the oyster?    

   (A)three hundred dollars (B)a pearl (C)an expensive stone (D)sea water 

(C):     Choose the correct form of verb:                                                                                    
 (5)
16 Uneasy ............. the head that wears a crown:

   (A)lie (B)lies (C)lay (D)lays 
17 He should ........... his parents:

   (A)help (B)helps (C)have helped (D)helped 
18 She ............ her child for two years:

   (A)is nursing (B)was nursed (C)has been nursing (D)nurses 
19 He .......... a lecture yesterday.

   (A)delivered (B)were delivered (C)delivers (D)deliver 
20 My friend ......... a car last week:

   (A)bought (B)has bought (C)will buy (D)had bought 
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